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Structures

A MATLAB structure allows you to put different kinds of
data in the various fields of an array.

Note the use of the dot to separate the structure’s name
from its fields when creating it and when accessing its
fields.

>> student.name = ‘Hamid’; <Enter>
>> student.family = ‘Mansouri’; <Enter>
>> student.id = 12345; <Enter>
>> student.marks= [12 14 18 8]; <Enter>
>> student <Enter>



Structures

A MATLAB structure allows you to put different kinds of
data in the various fields of an array.

Note the use of the dot to separate the structure’s name
from its fields when creating it and when accessing its
fields.

>> student(2).name = ‘Saeed’ ; <Enter>
>> student(2).family = ‘Mohammadi’; <Enter>
>> student(2).id = 23456; <Enter>
>> student(2).marks= [12 14 18 8]; <Enter>
>> student <Enter>



Structures

>> student = struct(‘name’, ‘Saeed’, ‘id’, 2) <Enter>
>> student(2) =struct(‘name’, ‘Farid’, ‘id’, 3) <Enter>
>> student = struct(‘name’, {‘Saeed’,‘Farid’}, ‘id’, {1,3}) 

<Enter>

>> fieldnames(student) <Enter>
>> isstruct(student) <Enter>

s = struct('field1', values1, 'field2', values2, ...)
s = struct('field1', {…}, 'field2', {…}, ...)



Structures

>> patient.name = 'John Doe'; 
>> patient.billing = 127.00; 
>> patient.test = [79, 75, 73; 180, 178, 177.5; 172, 170, 169];
>> patient(2).name = 'Ann Lane'; 
>> patient(2).billing = 28.50; 
>> patient(2).test = [68, 70, 68; 118, 118, 119; 172, 170, 169];



Cell arrays

A cell may be thought of as a container that can hold any
type of data: numeric arrays, strings, structures, or cells.
An array of cells (and they almost always occur in arrays)
is a cell array.

You might think a cell is the same as a structure, but it is
more general. Also, there are notational differences

C = cell ( n );
C = cell ( n , m );

>> C{1,1} = ‘Mahdi’ ; <Enter>
>> C{1,2} = rand(3,4); <Enter>
>> C{1,3} = [1 2 3 4 5]; <Enter>



Cell arrays

Displaying cell arrays

The function celldisp recursively displays the contents of a
cell array. The function cellplot visualizes it.

>> C{1,1} = [1 2 3;4 5 6]; <Enter>
>> C{1,2} = ‘Reza’ ; <Enter>
>> C{2,1} = ‘Mohammadi’; <Enter>
>> C{2,2} = [1 2 3 4 5]; <Enter>

>> celldisp ( C ) <Enter>
>> cellplot  ( C ) <Enter>



Cell arrays

Converting cell arrays

The function cell2mat convert
cell array to ordinary array of
the underlying data type.

>> C = {[1],    [2 3 4];
[5; 9], [6 7 8; 10 11 12]};<Enter>

>> A = cell2mat(C) <Enter>



Tables

table is a data type suitable for column-oriented or
tabular data that is often stored as columns in a text file or
in a spreadsheet.

T = table(var1,...,varN)

LastName = {'Smith';'Johnson';'Williams';'Jones';'Brown'};
Age = [38;43;38;40;49];
Height = [176;163;131;133;119];
Weight = [71;69;64;67;64];
BloodPressure = [124 93; 109 77; 125 83; 117 75; 122 80];

T = table(Age,Height,Weight,BloodPressure,'RowNames',LastName)
T.Age(3)
T{:,2:end} = T{:,2:end}*25/100



Graphical User Interface

Modern users have grown
accustomed to more sophisticated
interaction with programs, through
windows containing menus,
buttons, drop-down lists, and the
like.

This way of interacting is by means of a graphical user
interface, or GUI, as opposed to a text user interface that
uses command-line based input statements.



Basic Structure of a GUI

MATLAB has a facility called GUIDE (Graphical User Interface
Development Environment) for creating and implementing GUIs. You
start it from the command line with the command guide.

>> guide <Enter>



Basic Structure of a GUI

all the tools needed
to create and lay out
the GUI components



Basic Structure of a GUI

Selection tool

Push button Slider tool

Radio button Check box

Edit text Static text

Pop-up menu List box

Axes Toggle button

Panel Button group



Basic Structure of a GUI

GUIDE generates two files that save and launch the GUI: a FIG-file
and an application M-file.



The GUI is controlled largely by callback functions, which are
subfunctions in the application M-file. They are written by you and
determine what action is taken when you interact with a GUI
component

Basic Structure of a GUI



GUI components

Push button

function pushbutton1_Callback (hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to slider1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

function will execute any statement after pushing the button



A simple example

String on button

Function name



A simple example



A simple example



Pop-up menu

function popupmenu1_Callback (hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to slider1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: contents = get(hObject,'String') returns popupmenu1 contents as cell array 
% contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns selected item from popupmenu1

x = get(hObject, ‘Value’ )
y = contents{get(hObject,’Value’ )}

function will return a value or a string.

GUI components



GUI example 2



GUI example 2

Sharing information between
callback functions



GUI example 2



GUI example 2


